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Summary

As part of the development of the master thesis for the master in data sci-
ence for the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, together with the Ontology
Engineering Group, we have implemented a proof of concept of a converter
between two formats to represent data related to public transport. These for-
mats will be NeTEx in its Norwegian format and an ontology designed by the
OEG. The project developed in Java seeks to satisfy this need while facilitating
the incremental implementation in order to integrate it natively in Open Trip
Planner.
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Abstract

In 2010 the European Union published the directive 2010/40/EU by which
the data associated with public transport that a public institution publishes
must be in the Transmodel format. This restriction is not complied with in
most of the countries of the union.

In this Master Thesis together with the Ontology Engineering Group (OEG)
we have implemented a proof of concept to transform the data between the
NeTEx implementation of Transmodel and an ontology of this research group.

With this we intend to address one of the first steps for this transition to
Transmodel. Continuing the project started in [Toledo et al., 2022] where we
begun to outline the ontology that is intended to be a reflection of NeTEx
(Transmodel) we will continue to generate this first version of a flow between
both models.

After the implementation of this proof of concept we corroborated the feasi-
bility of the project. With a flow implemented between data in the Norwegian
NeTEx format and the Ontology modeled in [Toledo et al., 2022]. The imple-
mentation based on OTP 2 has certain biases because it has not been tested
against other applications that are able to process Transmodel. Although it is
true, these are not frequent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of public transportation in our society has witnessed a boom in its
use in the last decades, due to the need of citizens to move within the growing
cities either for personal or work purposes. That is why every time a better use
of time is sought and therefore, to find the route that requires less time to get
from the origin to the destination. This is where the value of route planners,
such as OpenTripPlanner, comes into play. [Murray, 2001]

In fact, according to statistics from New York City, 25% of the population uses
only the subway to move around on a daily basis. This means that out of
an estimated 8.8 million people in the city, approximately 2.1 million commute
by subway. These data are for the year 2020, i.e., at the height of the pan-
demic. Therefore, even if we are facing an anomalous scenario, we can already
see how fundamental these types of transport are. We are exposing just one
transport method in an anomalous year. [MTA, 2020]

The logistical problem that can be raised by these route planners is a great
challenge to solve. A large number of factors have to be included in the route
computation. For instance, whether or not the agent that is going to make
the route can access all available types of transport, for example, a disabled
person will not be able to access a station that is not equipped for that pur-
pose. Even it has to be taken into account if these transports are compatible
with each other. An example of this could be given between the Spanish and
French railway systems where the size of the tracks is different, and although
there is a system to adjust the train to the different levels of tracks, this does
not always might be the case.

In all these scenarios we always talk about route planners for the everyday
citizen. The cases within private companies using route planners, apart from
being in most cases unknown, are of a different order of complexity. Such as,
the creation of delivery and supply routes for logistics companies.

Currently the most widely used standard for the representation of this data
is General Transit Feed Specification1, designed by Google. This representa-

1From now on, GTFS
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tion works by understanding a series of txt files with csv structure. These
files contain the data strictly necessary for the construction of a degree that
allows the search of routes (more details in the section on the state of the art).
[Bourée et al., 1994, Antrim et al., 2013]

Transmodel is the abbreviation for the European standard “Public Trans-
port Reference Data Mode”. This standard was born with several objec-
tives such as setting schedules and timetables, managing vehicle fleets, is-
suing tickets and receipts, providing real time information. There are sev-
eral implementations of this standard. The most widespread are Netex (Net-
work Timetable Exchange) and Siri (Service Interface for Real Time Informa-
tion). Both are based on xsd schemas and therefore implemented in xml.
[Bourée et al., 1994, ec.europa, 2022]

As much as the European Union has put its greatest effort into migrating to
this proprietary standard, the reality is that only Norway, within the European
Union, provides its data as Netex. This may be due to the factor that Google’s
standard requires only the strictly necessary data, i.e. the minimum possible.
Netex, on the other hand, requires a vastly greater amount of information,
much of which is irrelevant for route generation. This is only an impediment
to format providers to use this standard.

Meanwhile, the Ontology group of the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid de-
veloped an ontology that models Transmodel. In this way we can consume
this standard in three ways: Netex, Siri and this new Ontology.
[(innovation and transports), 2022]

Tools such as the Open Trip Planner 2.02 are already capable of consuming
data such as GTFS and Netex, but not Ontologies. This is to be expected as it
is a university proprietary project.

In this final master project (Data Science, 2021-2022) developed together with
the Ontology group of the UPM we have created an Minimum Viable Product
(MVP) of a bidirectional data transformation pipeline between Netex and the
Ontology. In this way we will be able to consume OTP data coming from an
RDF format that fits the ontology.

Looking forward to integrate everything in OTP, the data transfer stream has
been developed in the popular Java programming language. In this way it will
be possible to make a fork of the repository where it is hosted3, as it is an
Open Source program, make the necessary modifications for OTP to interpret
this format and subsequently make a pull request. This is because the app is
implemented in this programming language. In this way anyone can use this
data format as input.

With this new possibility of using data, it is intended that companies begin
to migrate their data to this new format, thus complying with the European

2From now on, OTP
3https://github.com/opentripplanner
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Introduction

directive, which requires the use of Transmodel(CEN TC278). Simultaneously
we would be providing the data in a semantic sense so we would be getting
added benefits such as, support the retrieval and re-mixing of data in a way
that is consistent across all metadata providers.

1.1 Document structure

This document is divided into a series of chapters where different areas will be
covered in each one. In this first chapter we have introduced a brief context
to the systems for route planning, the problem we are facing in the European
Union and a possible solution by which we will try to solve it. The rest of the
document is structured as follows:

• State of the art (Chapter 2). In this chapter it will be studied in depth
what we begun to expose in Chapter 1. We will go deeper into the rep-
resentation of public transport by means of ontology. We will also study
the current most used transportation planners.

• Objectives (Chapter 3). This chapter consists of a formal description of
the objectives to be addressed in this work (recall that, after all, this is a
master’s thesis project). In addition, the assumptions, restrictions and
methodology followed in the project are shown.

• Contributions (Chapter 4). It is discussed the final development of the
project and the contribution it provides to the current state of the art
(outlined in Chapter 2).

• Conclusions (Chapter 5). Finally, the end of the document, where the
conclusions drawn after the completion of the document will be pre-
sented. On the other hand, we will provide comments on the future work
that can be carried out to continue the development of this proposal.

3





Chapter 2

State of the art

In this chapter, we focus on the study and analysis of the current state of
the art of the problem we are facing (use of an ontology to feed an API to
generate routes for public transport); the existing solutions and proposals, as
well as an analysis of the technologies that we will be working on throughout
the project. Therefore, along this chapter we will expose the current rep-
resentations of public transport data by means of ontologies and semantic
technologies (Section 2.1). Afterwards, we are going to expose some of the
public transport standards which models their data structures (Section 2.2).
We will also discuss the current major route planners and how they receive
data and generate their route recommendations based on this data (Section
2.3).

2.1 Ontologies in the transport domain

We begin this chapter with the analysis of the ontologies already proposed
to model public transport. Starting from a series of existing proposals, we
will end with the ontology on which this work is based and on which all the
implementation involved in this work will be carried out.

Before analyzing the ontology approaches proposed for modeling public trans-
port, we should explain what an ontology is. An ontology is an explicit specifi-
cation of a shared conceptualization capable of being read and interpreted by
a machine. That is, a formal definition of types, properties, and relationships
between entities which will establish a fixed, but linked, data structure on
which to define new data. [Studer et al., 1998] This way of representing infor-
mation has proven to be essential for multi-agent systems, knowledge man-
agement systems, and e-commerce platforms. It can also be useful for natural
language generation and interpretation. [Gómez-Pérez and Corcho, 2002]

In 2005 Junli Wang, Zhijun Ding and Changjun Jiang published an article in
which they proposed a system for performing queries on a system based on

5



2.1. Ontologies in the transport domain

a public transport ontology. This ontology identifies four major groups that
constitute public transportation systems in the real world: Vehicles, Routes,
Stations and Organizations. Through these super-classes others will inherit
and interconnect with each other to form the ontology. For example, a route
will be composed of several bus stops (sub-class of Station) in a given order.
[Wang et al., 2005]

Later, in 2017, attempts to make use of the Transmodel model (which will be
discussed later in Section 2.2.2) to generate an ontology and create programs
on top of it were already beginning to be observed. This way the semantic
interoperability that these provide will be exploited. The article published that
year will make use of the ontology to monitor traffic. [Benvenuti et al., 2017]
We note that, like the previously analyzed proposal, both try to make use of
multi-agent systems to take full advantage of these technologies.

The article [Benvenuti et al., 2017] proposes an ontology based on the inte-
gration of several typologies. This ontology would be based on Transmodel,
a European standard for modeling public transport data; and KPIOnto, an
ontology that models indicators and their respective formulas. However, as
we will see in Section 2.2.2, an ontology representation for Transmodel had
not yet been developed. Therefore they had to make their interpretation and
transformation of it.

In Spain “ciudades abiertas” is a collaborative project between four Spanish
city councils (A Coruña, Madrid, Santiago de Compostela and Zaragoza) to-
gether with Red.es, which aims to facilitate the implementation of Open Gov-
ernment policies through the development of a set of initiatives reusable by
other organizations. This organization stands out for the implementation of
new vocabularies among which we highlight those that model the informa-
tion relevant to public transport1. Providing complete documentation along
with diagrams and examples to facilitate the use and understanding of the
vocabulary. [España and Red.es, 2022]

Finally, we arrive at the ontology on which this work is based. In a joint effort
between the Ontology Engineering Group of Universidad Politecnica de Madrid
(OEG) and Indra, an ontology was created that aims to collect as identically
as possible the model based on Transmodel, NeTEx (for more information of
NeTEx see Section 2.2.2.1). [Toledo et al., 2022].

The Ontology is divided into five large blocks: Core, Commons, Fares, Facil-
ities and Journeys. From these five large super groups we can observe that
they are repeated with respect to the proposal in [Wang et al., 2005]. Although
the ontology is in its first versions, and is far from being completed, practically
all the basic concepts, classes and entities are already modeled to be able to
capture the necessary information for the generation of transport routes.

In Figure 2.1 a fragment of the journeys ontology is illustrated. The rela-

1http://vocab.ciudadesabiertas.es/def/transporte/autobus/index-es.html#
http://w3id.org/transmodel/journey
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tionships displayed go from subClassOf, MadeUpOf to inLinkSequence. The
diagram was generated with the Protege tool. On the other hand, generating
a complete ontology diagram, while possible, is incongruous as it would gen-
erate a diagram of such large proportions and so many relationships that it
would be impossible to read it properly. This figure shows the basic concept
of route, which is composed of a series of scheduled stops, which in turn are
observed to be sub-classes of Point, from which other series of classes extend.

Figure 2.1: Journey ontology sample (OEG)

2.2 Public transport data standards

A standard can be defined as “A set of rules established by consensus and
approved by a recognized organization to unify hardware or software devel-
opment. Standards can be implemented to support a policy or process, or in
response to an operational need. Like policies, standards should include a
description of how non-compliance is detected.” [Informatica, 1997]

In the scenario we are dealing with in this work, we are focusing on data
structure standards that capture models for public transport. Among them
we will highlight two: Google Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), Google stan-
dard and Transmodel, European Union standard, highlighting two of its im-
plementations Network Timetable Exchange (NeTEx) and Standard Interface
for Real-Time Information (SIRI).

Standards in the scientific/IT field have a great impact since they allow dif-
ferent companies to define a model, a program, a technology in essence. So

7



2.2. Public transport data standards

in the end they can communicate with each other because they are working
under the same standard. But since public transport data is citizen-oriented,
why would citizens be interested in the use of standards?

Citizens are very interested in data provided under a standard, even if this
is transparent to them. This is so because if a company knows that if they
provide the data following a certain standard, users will immediately be able
to consult it through a series of applications compatible with that data format.
Therefore, citizens gain by having more information at their disposal and the
company gains by attracting people to its service. [McHugh, 2013]

2.2.1 Google Transit Feed Specification

TriMet was the first public agency to try, and succeed, in solving the problem
of online route planners through open datasets that are openly shared. TriMet
worked with Google to create the Google Transit Feed Specification2 as a way
to format the data in an easy, maintainable and consumable way that could
be interpreted by Google Maps. [McHugh, 2013]

Today GTFS is used in a wide variety of applications external to Google (third-
parties) for a variety of purposes and not restricted only to the generation of
routes using public transport. It is also used among others for data visualiza-
tion, accessibility studies and analysis. Thanks to the wide use that was made
of it, the standard changed its name to General Transit Feed Specification in
order to adapt to the new use cases that were emerging.

Although GTFS was initially granted for route generation and the information
it requires is very focused on it, it does not only collect this information. It
also serves to communicate useful information to passengers such as the
accessibility of stops. Even so, it is still a very simple vocabulary, easily
generated and understandable by both machines and humans.

GTFS is a standard that requires publishing the data as a compressed zip file
which must contain, in a mandatory way, five files with a specific name and
structure. This structure will be as if we were working with comma separated
files (csv). The files are: (1) “agency.txt”: Defines the public transport compa-
nies that have a service represented in this dataset, (2) “stops.txt” Defines the
stops where the vehicles pick up or drop off passengers. It also indicates sta-
tions and station entrances, (3) “routes.txt” Public transport routes. A route
is a group of trips shown to passengers as a single service, (4) “trips.txt” Trips
for each route. A trip is a sequence of two or more stops that occurs during
a specified period, (5) “stop_times.txt” Provides the times at which a vehicle
arrives at and departs from a stop on each trip. [Google, 2022]

As mentioned above, these five files are the only mandatory ones, but GTFS
has another series of optional files. Continuing with the previous enumera-
tion, we find, (6) “calendar.txt”, (7) “calendar_dates.txt”, (8) “fare_attributes.txt”,

2Hence on, GTFS
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(9) “fare_rules.txt”, (10) “shapes.txt”, (11) “frequencies.txt”, (12) “transfers.txt”,
(13) “pathways.txt”, (14) “levels.txt”, (15) “feed_info.txt”, (16)“translations.txt”
and (17) “attributions.txt”. [Google, 2022]

All these classes are interconnected by containing the identifier of an external
class in its own. In other words, it behaves in the same way as the foreign
key system in relational databases. Therefore, GTFS can be represented as
an entity-relational diagram as if it were a database as illustrated in Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2: General Transit Feed Specification as class diagram [Google, 2020]

2.2.2 Transmodel

Transmodel is the European reference data model, or standard, for public
transport systems (PTS) which provides an abstract model and data struc-
tures for concepts and terms that encompass all aspects of transport. This
standard is intended to drive the development of public transport information
systems within the European Union. [Bourée et al., 1994]

Transmodel began its development in 1989 as part of the Cassiopea project
along with other projects that were being finalized within the EuroBus project.

9



2.2. Public transport data standards

This development eventually resulted in Transmodel V4.1 ENV 12896, re-
leased in 1997. Its development continued until 2006 when version 5.1 was
formally adopted by the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) as the
European standard with code EN12896. However, Transmodel is still being
updated to this day to keep adding features and properties to keep pace with
the times and the needs of the public. [Bourée et al., 1994, BERT et al., 1997]

The European Committee for Standardization has registered Transmodel as
a standard under the name “Road transport and traffic telematics” which is
defined as “Standardization in the field of intelligent transport systems, en-
compassing services and techniques to achieve road safety, environmental
sustainability and traffic efficiency, and to improve the travel experience; ap-
plying information and communication technologies between vehicles/infras-
tructure/other road users. The following are included: aspects of cooperation
(C-ITS3); intermodality and multimodality; traffic management; mobility in-
formation; mobility integration; mobility as a service; systems and services
for vulnerable road users; ITS services for automated vehicles; parking man-
agement; user fee collection; public transport management; eCall; after-theft
vehicle recovery systems; kerbside and pavement management. Mobility ac-
cessibility for all users is an important aspect of ITS standardization.” with
code/identifier “TC278”. [Comité Européen, 2010]

In 2010 the European Union introduced a directive4 specifying, among other
things, that the relevant information at the national access point shall be
provided by the NeTEx standard5. This standard is based on the CEN/TC278
(Transmodel) standard. Also, as it is a reference standard, the directive it-
self indicates that it is not necessary to provide all the fields. Therefore, we
are faced with the GTFS scenario where a number of “classes” are manda-
tory while others would provide more information to the system that could
consume the data, but the standard does not consider them as mandatory.
[Parliament and UNION, 2010, Bjersing, 2019]

However, while this directive has been operational since 2019, there are few
EU countries that provide data in this format through their national portal.
Let’s take Spain as an example. In its open data portal (datos.gob.es) and
its National Access Point (nap.mitma.es), we can find a wide variety of open
data, among which we find those related to public transport. The format of
these files is exclusively GTFS of the two exposed standards, that is, there is
no data in NeTEx format, and therefore, there is no data under Transmodel.

As we can notice in Figure 2.3 Transmodel is divided into 10 main parts
which are interconnected among them. The first three parts correspond to the
minimal and necessary information for route generation as they include the
transport network together with the timetables. The remaining seven parts
occur in the same scenario as with GTFS, they provide additional information

3Intelligent Transport Systems
4Directive 2010/40/EU
5CEN/TS 16614
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for further implementations that can be given to the data.

Figure 2.3: Parts of Transmodel [Comité Européen, 2021]

2.2.2.1 Network Timetable Exchange

As we have already stated, Transmodel is a reference framework and not a
closed and fixed structure that can be worked on directly. For this reason,
several implementations have been created. Network Timetable Exchange6

(NeTEx) is one of these implementations which aims to offer B2B interoper-
ability.

Previously we have exposed the diagram in Figure 2.3 which indicates the
parts into which Transmodel is divided. Additionally this diagram also indi-
cates those parts that are implemented by NeTEx, which are: Part (1) de-
scribes the Public Transport Network topology (CEN/TS 16614-1:2014), Part
(2) describes Scheduled Timetables (CEN/TS 16614-2:2014), Part (3) covers
Fare information (CEN/TS 16614-3:2015), Part (4) European Passenger In-
formation Profile EPIP (CEN/TS 16614-4:2017), Part (5) Alternative modes
exchange format (CEN/TS 16614-5:2021) and Part (6) European Passenger
Information Accessibility Profile EPIAP (under definition).
[Comité Européen, 2020a]

NeTEx aims to exchange information related to passenger data, such as stops,
route schedules and fares, between heterogeneous information systems.

The publication and exchange of information is done in the same way as
the Google standard. The information is available in a static form, i.e. it is
encoded in a file that will not change. In the case of GTFS, a zip file was used,

6CEN TS 16614-1 to 3 (SG9)
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composed of plain text files (txt) which followed a csv file structure. In the
case of NeTEx this information is provided by means of an XML file. Thanks
to this, an XSD file is available which defines the structure of the data and
its types. Therefore, it will be possible to check if an XML file conforms to the
standard structure thanks to its XSD. [Comité Européen, 2020b]

2.2.2.2 Standard Interface for Real-Time Information

In the previous section we discussed one of the Transmodel implementations
such as NeTEx. This implementation provides the information in a static
form, that is, by means of a series of files that contain the information and
will not be modified. However, as with GTFS, there is a version that provides
the data in real time (in the case of GTFS, GTFS-R). The implementation of
Transmodel that allows it, is Standard Interface for Real-Time Information7 or
SIRI.

Specifically, SIRI is the specification of an interface for the collection and
exchange of public transport information in real-time systems. Real-time in-
formation brings a number of benefits to passengers and developers alike. It
contributes to a better understanding of the overall operations of the trans-
port network and provides more information to passengers, such as up-to-
date route schedules. Vehicles will also be able to exchange information with
each other. [Tibaut et al., 2012]

SIRI is designed to work together with NeTEx. It contains a collection of con-
ceptual UML models for its correct integration. As well as XML schemas for
multimodal implementation.

Like NeTEx, SIRI also does not implement all parts of Transmodel. SIRI im-
plements the following: Part (1): Context and framework (CEN/TS 15531-
1:2015), Part (2): Communications infrastructure (CEN/TS 15531-2:2015),
Part (3): Functional service interfaces (CEN TS/15531-3:2015), Part (4):
Functional service interfaces: Facility Monitoring (CEN/TS 15531-4:2011),
Part (5): Functional service interfaces Situation Exchange (CEN/TS 15531-
05:2016).

2.3 Road transport planners

Throughout this chapter we studied some of the ontologies that have been
proposed and implemented to capture a vocabulary for the collection of infor-
mation related to public transport. We have also analyzed the current existing
standards that model this. Among them the most widely used was GTFS, the
Google standard.

In this last section of the paper we will study some examples of route planners
that consume this kind of information. We will study the famous Google Maps,

7CEN TS 15531 1-5 (SG7)
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an application for the calculation of routes taking into account the public
transport of the city where the user is located, such as Moovit. And finally we
will analyze an Open Source application such as Open Trip Planner.

2.3.1 Google Maps

February 8, 2005 Google launched the first web version of Google Maps, with
the idea of simplifying the way to get from point A to point B on the map.
This bet of Google revolutionized the operation of the online maps by the
possibility of navigating and moving through it. Not long after (June, 2005)
Google released the API so that developers could use this tool in their websites.
[Svennerberg, 2010]

Nowadays Google maps allows the search of routes by different means of
transport such as: (1) car, (2) public transport, (3) on foot, (4) bicycle and
(5) airplane. Additionally, there is the option “recommended” in which the five
previous options are mixed. In this paper we will focus, as is obvious, on the
second option, public transport. [Svennerberg, 2010, Mehta et al., 2019]

GTFS is the format that Google Maps receives as input for reading public
transport data. This may seem obvious since it was Google who developed
both technologies. Furthermore, GTFS was explicitly created to be integrated
with Google Maps and thus provide a simple but optimal format for third party
companies to make use of their data via Google Maps (See Section 2.2.1).
[McHugh, 2013]

2.3.2 Moovit

Mobility as a Service (MaaS), understood as an app-based service that allows
users to plan, book and pay for journeys involving one or more modes of trans-
port, is often referred to as a tool that could help increase the sustainability of
transport systems. In this section we focus on the study of the MaaS Moovit.
Specifically, we will focus on the application through which an average user
would interact. [Cruz and Sarmento, 2020]

The application combines both private and public information. The infor-
mation is collected through crowdsensing, a technique where a large group of
individuals collectively share their information. This process relies on people’s
willingness to contribute this information. Users do not receive any financial
compensation, discounts or benefits from the application.
[Santos and Nikolaev, 2021]

If a transport company would like to publish its information about the services
it offers (bus routes, timetables, subway lines, etc.) in Moovit, it must do so by
means of the GTFS standard. In addition, the company provides an interface8

which allows the company to generate the necessary file composition to create

8Static data manager
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GTFS. This allows the company that wants to provide the information to do
it in a more friendly and intuitive way, especially to those people who are not
good with new technologies. [Moovit, 2022]

2.3.3 Open Trip Planner

Open Trip Planner9 is an open-source, cross-platform, multi-modal route
planner developed in Java. This planner relies on Open Street Map10 to gener-
ate walking routes and paths. Additionally, it takes into account the elevation
of the terrain to create, for example, routes for cyclists. OTP has an interface
through which a user can interact. And it also provides an API through which
developers can make use of this technology. [Young, 2018]

Currently, OTP is in its second version (OTP 2). The most significant changes
between versions come from the algorithm used for route generation. The
Raptor algorithm based on the Round-based method under R5 was imple-
mented. [Byrd, 2021]

However, for this work those changes are transparent to us. Our interest lies
in the formats that OTP is able to read. Thanks to the release of OTP 2, this
open-source program also appeared with the integration with the European
NeTEx standard. This version was released into production environment in
2020. [Byrd, 2021]

As mentioned above, OTP 2 is able to read NeTEx data. However, before
it could read this format, it was already capable of interpreting GTFS data.
Additionally, this framework can process real-time data streams so it is also
capable of processing GTFS-R and SIRI.

Being an open-source project has some added advantages. Among these ad-
vantages are (1) the possibility of sharing, (2) modifying and (3) studying the
source code of a computer system. On the other hand, open source promotes
collaboration between users. This feature implies the rapid and varied devel-
opment of a multitude of tools. Therefore, these characteristics are of great
interest to us in this project since our objective is to integrate the use of linked
data based on an ontology, based in turn on transmodel, in a route planner.
[Ðurković et al., 2008]

Since this project it is developed under OTP 2.1.0, any subsequent mention
of this framework will refer to the second stable version. Otherwise, we want
to mention previous versions such as the first release of OpenTripPlanner it
is going to be said explicitly.

9Hence on, OTP
10Hence on, OSM
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Chapter 3

Objectives

Since there are not many countries and/or companies that provide their data
in NeTEx, the objective of this work is to develop a transformer or pipeline
that is capable of ingesting data based on an ontology [Toledo et al., 2022] to
produce a series of files that model this information under the NeTEx stan-
dard.

After reviewing the state of the art of the technologies that we are going to use
in the development of this work, we are going to expose the assumptions, as
well as the restrictions on which this document is based and the implementa-
tion associated to it. On the other hand, we will also discuss the methodology
followed for the development, as well as the steps followed.

3.1 Assumptions

Beginning with the assumptions on which we operate, we find, mainly, as-
sumptions applied to the format of the data as well as the versions of the
technologies to be used. Among these assumptions we find:

1. Data availability. Even though we start from an UML model which
indicates the structure of the data, the implementation of this will differ
by the simple fact of being implemented in XML where the references will
not be modeled in the same way as in an entity-relationship diagram.
Additionally, the UML model corresponds to Transmodel, while we use
NeTEx. Therefore, we assume that we will have a set of data files in
NeTEx which can be used in OTP for route generation.

To fulfill this assumption we have made use of the open Noruga reposi-
tory1, as also indicated in the OTP tutorial for the use of the tool through
NeTEx. Thus, we will assume that all input to our future implementation
will have to be in the Norwegian NeTEx format.

1https://developer.entur.org/stops-and-timetable-data
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2. Well structured data. As in the previous item, we assumed that there
was an existence of data and that we were going to use the data provided
by Norway, i.e. we would follow their NeTEx implementation. The data
that our forthcoming implementation will process as input must be in
this format. We consider this to be an assumption since the difference
in country implementations (if any) is minimal and therefore difficult to
detect. Additionally, and as we will see later, a library will be used which
will also make this assumption.

Additionally, the data must be complete, i.e., if fifteen classes with all
their properties are required for the generation of OTP routes, we will
assume that they are present.

3. OTP 2.1.0. Due to the fact that the tests and experiments will be per-
formed on the latest stable version of OpenTripPlanner, currently version
2.1.0, we assume that the data generated will be used on that version.
This assumption is of special interest when we highlight the fact that
the data intake module via NeTEX in OTP is still under development.
Although the program in the latest stable version is able to read and
generate routes with the Norwegian data, a closer look at the code shows
certain methods with annotations in the comments about bugs, errors,
and future improvements to be implemented. As will be discussed later,
this is important since some of these bugs will be a limiting factor when
carrying out experiments and tests in the final stages of development.

3.2 Restrictions

Following the assumptions on which the work is based, it is time to focus
on the constraints on which we will have to operate. These constraints are
related to the development of the pipeline, namely around the specific format
type for OTP intake of the data, the absence of linked data on the ontology,
up to the time constraint due to resources.

The constraints are as follows:

1. Bidirectional pipeline. In order to perform tests to verify that the gen-
erated NeTEx files are correct, we must have data in RDF/turtle format
that follow the ontology definition. However, this is a restriction since we
do not have such data. Therefore, the transformer must be implemented
to be able to transform the data in both directions. Both from NeTEx
and from RDF/Turtle.

2. OTP’s bugs. As mentioned in the third assumption, the ingest module
for OTP data is unfinished, and therefore, with possible bugs. This will
be an impediment when testing the generated files because there are
two possible scenarios: (1) the file is indeed wrongly generated, (2) a bug
appeared and we interpret it as a false positive.
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3. Resources and time. Since we shall make use of the data provided by
the Norwegian government, it presents a major bottleneck with respect
to OTP. OpenTripPlanner requires additional data to run on top of Open
Street Map. Even if we use a subsample of the public transport data,
the OSM data is always Norway-wide. Hence, it is a considerably heavy
file. In this situation, every time the OTP service with new data is to
be started up, a transport network must be generated internally, which
will take considerable time (about 30 minutes). This will greatly limit the
amount of testing that can be done.

4. Bias in the generated data. Given that the same tool will be used to
generate data from RDF/Turtle with the same data, there will be a case of
possible bias in the data. In addition, special care must be taken to iso-
late the modules so that there is no data loss. Recall that when perform-
ing the complete flow (XML (NeTEx) −→ RDF/Turtle −→ XML (NeTEx)),
the input and output file must be the same.

5. Implemented in Java. Looking forward to future developments, such
as adding natively this OTP transform, we will restrict the development
to be as Java-centric as possible, or at least the endpoint so it can be
exported as a Java package.

3.3 Methodology

Lastly, we will expose the methodology followed for the development of this
project. Mainly, the structuring of the development is very close to the pop-
ular agile methodologies. These methodologies are based on iterative and
incremental development, where requirements (project needs) and solutions
(how requirements are addressed) evolve over time according to the project
needs. In this way, an incremental and modular development was carried
out.

Initially, an analysis of the OpenTripPlanner open source code was performed.
With this we aimed to learn which classes and properties were strictly neces-
sary for the generation of routes and thus reduce the number of mappings or
equivalences to be programmed.

In parallel to this study, a search was carried out to study the reuse of code
and the use of libraries to be used. From this research will come the two main
Java libraries to be used during the project, such as Jena, to deal with linked
data; and entur, a Norwegian library to deal with NeTEx.

Prior to start with the development of the project, specifically with the pro-
gramming part, a framework must be set up. This phase is especially im-
portant for future phases. A good scaffolding of the project can lead, in the
future, to avoid having to carry out a complete refactoring and restructuring
of the project.
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Once the programming phase starts, the incremental phase will begin. The
flows will be developed in parallel in both directions, i.e. RDF ←→ NeTEx. In
turn, the implementation was disaggregated into small sections, these being
the classes identified in previous stages in OTP.

Once the transformation pipeline is implemented, the error handling phase
begins after the files are generated. Errors will be detected by testing the
use of the generated files as input for OTP and generating routes, in case
the program loads correctly. The resulting routes will be compared with the
routes generated with the original files. The development will be terminated
once this happens. Otherwise, if errors occur, we will go back to previous
phases.
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Chapter 4

Contributions

Following state-of-the-art review (Chapter 2) in which we analyzed the current
standards and ontologies for the representation of data related to public trans-
port, as well as tools and/or applications that utilize this data. We also went
through the definition of the objective of the work, listing the assumptions
and restrictions on which we are basing our approach (Chapter 3). Finally,
we come to the chapter of the contributions.

In this chapter, as its name indicates, we will expose the contributions that
have been made to the problem we are trying to solve (creation of a data
pipeline to be able to be used in OpenTripPlanner). In order to cover all the
points discussed in an orderly fashion, the chapter will be structured in sev-
eral sections. First we will expose the use that OpenTripPlanner makes of the
NeTEx framework and how it performs the data intake, as well as the data
that will be used throughout our implementation process (Section 4.1). Then,
we will expose the experiments that have been carried out on OTP and NeTEx,
with different objectives, and the results extracted from them (Section 4.2).
Next, we will briefly mention and list the technologies used in order to reuse
as much code as possible (Section 4.3). Finally, we will perform an extensive
“running case” by which we will use a real case of a generated route to expose
the equivalences established by the implemented flow (Section 4.4).

4.1 NeTEx within OpenTripPlanner

Open Trip Planner is an open-source tool as we covered in previous chapters
(Chapter 2). In addition to this, the creators of this tool strive to involve the
community in the development of the tool. This is why OTP has an extensive
and detailed documentation.

In spite of the little use that is given to Transmodel across Europe, more
concretely to NeTEx implementation, in the documentation of OTP we are
exposed how to execute the planner making use of these kind of data. To do
so, they utilize the data provided by Norway.
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In order to build up and start up the server and interface of the application,
three essential elements are required, first (1), and as it is obvious, the public
transport data will be needed, this must be provided by means of a folder
or zip file in whose name is the word “netex” or “GTFS”. (2) A configuration
file must also be provided, in case of providing the data as NeTEx, which
will define the hierarchy of the files. (3) Finally, a “pbf” file must be provided
for the construction of a graph on the map, i.e. to create a computational
interpretation of the streets. This “pbf” file can be downloaded from the site
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/norway.html.

Rather than makeing a wrong assumption that the Norwegian data works well
on OTP we decided to follow the tutorial provided in the documentation to run
the program and perform some routing calculations. Since this is a dataset
that encompasses the entire Norwegian country it will take approximately 40
minutes to run the program on a MacBook Air M1 laptop with 16GB of RAM.
After the correct definition of the file hierarchy the application loaded without
problems.

Based on the regular expressions defined in the configuration file, the Ne-
TEx files must be called based on these expressions. NeTEx must consist of
“generic” files for each subgroup. These files define the information shared
between lines. This information varies from the organizations to the stops
that make up the entire area, as well as their properties, for instance, the
name. In the configuration file it has been defined that these files should be
called based on _(w{3})(_flexible)?_shared_data.xml. On the other hand, each
area has a series of defined public transport lines, the files that captures such
information will be defined by the expression (w{3})_. ∗ .xml. These files will
contain the information corresponding to that individual Line, such as the
routes that conform it or the stops through which that Line/Route passes.

Based on the language used and the geographic region, the definition of Line
and Route can be confused since in most cases they are used as synonyms.
However, in the Transmodel model these two things are differentiated. A Line
is defined as a group of Routes. A Line is known to the public by a name
or number. On the other hand, Routes are very similar to each other from
a topographical point of view (those belonging to the same Line). Using the
Metro, and more specifically, the Metro of Madrid, a Line would be for instance
the “Linea 10” while the Routes that conform it would be the directions.

There is also an additional key point to be considered in relation to the oper-
ation of OTP. It has already been mentioned throughout this document that
the data ingestion through Transmodel (NeTEx), although fully functional,
presents a series of errors in specific situations that have to be reported and
fixed. In this case, during the testing of the Norwegian data in the application
it was discovered that if during the generation of the compressed file, or in-
side the folder, which contains the information about public transport there
are hidden files that comply with the regular expressions previously exposed,
the program will try to read them, resulting in an error. That is why, during
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this phase we should delete, via terminal, these hidden files. In this particu-
lar scenario these files have their nature in the use of a UNIX system during
the whole process. In these systems, there are a series of hidden files in each
directory, such as “.DS_Store” and “.DS_MACOSX_{relatedfile}”.

4.2 OpenTripPlanner analysis

In order not to map all the content of Transmodel, as we have already seen
it is considerably large, we will make a study of the OpenTripPlanner code.
With this we intend to make a study of those classes and properties that are
truly used in the generation of the routes. That is why in this section we will
expose the analysis that was carried out and we will expose the results and
conclusions that we reached out.

The “NetexMapper” file was where the loading took place in a high level of ab-
straction. By this we mean that this is where the method calls are made for
each class used to load them internally. From this class we get 14 methods,
which are: (1) mapAuthorities, (2) mapOperators, (3) mapShapePoints, (4)
mapBrandings, (5) mapTariffZones, (6) mapStopPlaceAndQuays, (7) mapMul-
tiModalStopPlaces, (8) mapGroupsOfStopPlaces, (9) mapFlexibleStopPlaces,
(10) mapDatedServiceJourneys, (11) mapDayTypeAssignments, (12) mapRoute,
(13) mapTripPatterns, (14) mapNoticeAssignments.

From all these methods we obtain that we load, but do not use, all the classes
provided in the Norwegian files, which are far from completing the entire Ne-
TEx diagram. However, this may be prior biased, since the OTP modification
for NeTEx reading is done on the Norwegian data, i.e. the data provided must
be in that format. As indicated in the restrictions of this document.

In Figure 4.1 a simplified representation of the NeTEx model has been made.
Here we can see all the classes that have been loaded, except for “textitSer-
viceLink”. This class is not in the model because we tried to remove it since
there were problems to reconcile it with the ontology to which the conversion
will be made. From this elimination we discovered that it did not affect the
generation of routes at all. Therefore, and as we will explain in Chapter 5.
It should be tested with all the classes the step of eliminating them to study
which ones really have an impact on this.

4.3 Technologies

As it usually happens in any software project, it is unfeasible to reprogram
everything, especially when there are already libraries or tools that provide
functionalities to be used in it. In this project we do not intend to reinvent
the wheel and therefore we will try to reuse as much code as possible. To this
end, we searched for Java libraries that could provide us with an endpoint on
which to work with RDF/Turtle files and/or read the NeTEx data structure.
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The constraint of looking exclusively for libraries in Java is given by the re-
strictions already exposed in Chapter 3. As mentioned there, OTP is imple-
mented entirely in Java and, with a forward-looking view, we intend to export
this pipeline, either as a library, or to implement it natively in OTP.

Therefore, after the research performed, we found mainly two packages that
will allow us to focus the implementation on data conversion. On the one
hand we will use a Norwegian package that is able to read the NeTEx data
structure. However, it must be under the Norwegian NeTEx modifications.
This restriction is not a problem, since as we have already mentioned multiple
times throughout the document, our implementation also has this restriction.
This library is open source and can be found at https://github.com/entur/
NeTEx. However, this library does not implement an interface to export NeTEx
files even though it allows some modification of the data. Therefore, this
additional step will be the only thing we will have to worry about actually
implementing. This implementation will be done by creating a DOM tree with
the jdom2 package. Thanks to this package, its export as a file will be much
easier.

Moreover, for the reading and writing of RDF files, it will be managed en-
tirely by the Jena package. By implementing an interface that defines the
namespaces and urls we will be able to make use of this library without brute
binding the urls. This library was the most used in its field (ontologies) before
the popularization of RDFLib, a Python package that allows the management
of these files in a much more free and dynamic way.

Finally, a number of other libraries have been used, as it is obvious that all
this data transformation flow cannot be done exclusively with Java vanilla.
To know these libraries refer to the code available at: https://github.com/
CarlosMorote/Netex-Ontology-Pipeline

4.4 Running case

In order to expose all the classes that conform both models we might elabo-
rate a list and go mentioning the equivalence between classes among models.
However, in order to make it much more dynamic, we will do this by execut-
ing an example in the final environment. That is to say, we will launch the
generation of a route between two stops and based on that we will study the
components involved and how are the classes related between models.

The objective of this model is the transformation of data from an RDF/Turtle
format to NeTEx. However, since we do not have data in the source format
we will have to implement the flow in both directions, in order to have data
to experiment with. However, this does not imply any change in the equiv-
alences between models. The only substantial differences will be that the
flow will have to be programmed as well. Additionally, a series of global and
static classes have been created in the project, these are the definitions of
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the classes, types and properties that are registered in the ontology. In this
way by means of the same call we guarantee that we are making reference to
the same property, this will be better than having things hardcoded and with
duplicity. This global class is also a good practice for further development
because it will be possible to change the uris of the ontology in a single cen-
tralized class without the need for major external changes. However, as it will
be discussed in Chapter 5 this is not the most optimal solution either.

Alternatively, generating the data with which the application will later be
tested may lead to a bias problem. This is because if we initially implement the
generation of NeTEx −→ RDF/Turtle data to later implement RDF/Turtle −→
NeTEx based on the generated files, it may happen that the first conversion
presents some error and/or typo that will be dragged in the second transfor-
mation. This should not happen in our implementation since we have used
the schemas, XSD in case of NeTEx and the ontology in the other scenario,
therefore this bias should be leveraged, although it could still be present.

Before proceeding with the example it is convenient to know the complete
schema on which we are going to work since it is easy to get lost. Although
the UML that NeTEx models is very large and, as it has been previously men-
tioned, it is not going to be completely modelled, we will focus on a small
section of the model1. The simplified UML on which we will work can be seen
in Figure 4.1. The simplification comes from the omission of some properties
such as the id, the version and the order (when the class contains this prop-
erty). The diagram only intends to show those properties that are exclusive of
the classes as well as the correlation between classes. In addition, the classes
“framwork” and super-classes have also been omitted in order to present a
less visually chaotic diagram.

In the same way, the ontology models (or tries to) all the properties of NeTEx,
thus in the same way, we will generate a simplification of the ontology (Figure
4.2) to show in this work. The simplification consists of the null inclusion
of the properties in each class to facilitate the reading of the diagram. In a
univocal way all the classes have as property label. The purpose of this label
is to be able to extract in a simple way the equivalence to the identifier, which
is what it models. Additionally, in the diagram a series of classes and relations
in red can be appreciated. This indicates that it differs from the ontology, but
we have had to apply this differentiation in order to be as similar as possible
to NeTEx. However, each of these new classes or relations will be explained
later in this section. Therefore, by means of the running case we will study
the equivalences created to migrate from one model to another.

In the upper left corner of the diagram in Figure 4.2 we can observe the decla-
ration of the namespaces that are stated to increase the readability of the file.
This declaration can also be seen in Table 4.1. Here the equivalence between
the prefix and the uri it models can be observed. The first five elements come
from reused ontologies. On the other hand, the last five, separated by a dotted

1the complete UML is in https://www.transmodel-cen.eu/model/
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Figure 4.1: NeTEx simplify diagram
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line, model the ontology on which the file is based.

The uris of the second group are separated in this way to correspond to the
divisions within NeTEx. As discussed above, Transmodel is split into sev-
eral interconnected sections. Therefore, the uris will be modeled in this way.
However, the uris in the first group correspond to those ontologies from which
information has been reused.

Table 4.1: Prefixes generated in Turtle file
Prefix uri

rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

schema https://schema.org/
skos http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
vcard http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

transmodel https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/
commons https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/commons#
facilities https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/facilities#
journeys https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys#

organisations https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/organisations#

The full version of the ontology, but not its graphical representation, can
be found at the following link: https://oeg-upm.github.io/mobility/
index.html#. Although the link contains several ontologies, the ones refer-
enced are the ones explicitly mentioned in Transmodel. Therefore, the original
ontologies are: Fares Ontology, Commons Ontology, Core Ontology, Facilities
Ontology and Journey Ontology. The latter being the one on which our work
is based.

At last after this long introduction we begin with the runnig case. For the
example we are going to follow we will leave from Rygge Flystasjon airport
and go to the outskirts of a nearby town called Karishus. This route will be
long enough to force the program to use public transport and leave out the
possibility of walking. In Figure 4.3 we can see the route created, with the
indications returned by the manager, as well as the input provided by us as
users, being this the default except for the coordinates of origin and desti-
nation. It is important to notice that this application does not work as, for
instance, Google Maps, which based on the name of the general location is
able to identify the location and generate the route. In this case it is manda-
tory to indicate the exact coordinates of the stops. However, the interface
facilitates this task since clicking on a stop will give us the option to select it
as origin or destination.

The coordinates in both cases, origin and destination, refer to two bus stops.
The origin corresponds to the stop Eskelund where routes 201, 251, 630 and
633 use as a stop. The origin stop has as identifier: NSR:Quay:2343. While
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Figure 4.2: Ontology simplify diagram
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Figure 4.3: Route used in running case. From Rygge Flystasjon. To outside
Karishus town

the destination stop is named Råde kirke whose identifier is NSR:Quay:1585
and serves as a stop for routes 159, 600 and 633.

Before starting to analyze the first class, we must explain how the uris are
generated in our implementation. The uris generated for the identification of
a resource will be formed according to the regular expression uri_resource −→
transmodel : [commons|facilities|organisaitons|journeys]/Resource/{resource_name}/{id}
For instance, to identify the Quay from which our sample path starts, the
generated uri, since it belongs to the facilities subgroup, would be: https://
w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/facilities/Resource/Quay/NSR:Quay:
2343.

4.4.1 Quay and PassengerStopAssignment

The Quay class is defined in the Transmodel model as “A place such as plat-
form, stance, or quayside where passengers have access to public transport
(PT) vehicles, Taxi, cars or other means of transportation. A QUAY may serve
one or more VEHICLE STOPPING PLACEs and be associated with one or more
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SCHEDULED STOP POINTS. A QUAY may contain other sub QUAYs. A child
QUAY must be physically contained within its parent QUAY.”

Earlier we stated that the running case we are looking at will follow the route
600, as shown in Figure 4.3. The stop that we use as output has as identifier
NSR:Quay:2343. That is why we have looked for this platform in the model,
both in NeTEx and in the linked data.

Thanks to both diagrams (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) we can notice that Quay
is related to PassengerStopAssignment. This is defined in the NeTEx UML
model as “The allocation of a SCHEDULED STOP POINT (i.e. a SCHEDULED
STOP POINT of a SERVICE PATTERN or JOURNEY PATTERN ) to a specific STOP
PLACE for a SERVICE JOURNEY, and also possibly a QUAY and BOARDING
POSITION”.

In the following listings we can appreciate this representation of Passenger-
StopAssignment. In the Listing 4.1 we can find the representation in its NeTEx
format, where we can notice that the Quay is correlated with its Scheduled-
StopPoint. This fragment is extracted from the file that contains the informa-
tion of the Line 600.

In addition, the Listing 4.2 contains the equivalence of the NeTEx class in
Turtle. We also observe that it has additional properties such as the type def-
inition (necessary in this type of data representation). It also has the property
rdfs:label, which will always be equivalent to the id of the property being mod-
eled. In this case label was used since it is the identifying label of the class
instantiation.

Here we can find the property forQuay. This property has been modified from
the original ontology. The original property was for. This property is defined
within those properties pending of revision or to be finished. The property
was not related to any class, however, the description stated that it should be
related to Quay, among other classes. Therefore, this property has been used
but with another name to distinguish it.

Listing 4.1: PassengerStopAssginment (NeTEx format)
<PassengerStopAssignment id="OST:PassengerStopAssignment:1361140_1" order="1534" version="1">

<QuayRef ref="NSR:Quay:2343" />
<ScheduledStopPointRef ref="OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1" version="1" />

</PassengerStopAssignment>

Listing 4.2: journeys:PassengerStopASsignment (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/PassengerStopAssignment/OST:

PassengerStopAssignment:1361140_1>
rdf:type journeys:PassengerStopASsignment ;
rdfs:label "OST:PassengerStopAssignment:1361140_1" ;
skos:version "1" ;
journeys:forQuay <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/facilities/Resource/Quay/NSR:

Quay:2343> ;
journeys:forStopPoint <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/

ScheduledStopPoint/OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1> ;
journeys:order "1534" .
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4.4.2 ScheduledStopPoint and DestinationDisplay

As noted above, PassengerStopAssignment was an intermediate class that
served as an interconnector between Quay and ScheduledStopPoint. On the
other hand, ScheduledStopPoint encompasses several other classes. On the
one hand it has a branch called PointProjection, this branch will be analyzed in
Section 4.4.3. On the other hand, another branch will continue StopPointIn-
JourneyPattern, which will be covered in Section 4.4.7.

Following the analysis of the scheduled stop related to the example we are
following with its corresponding Quay (the one with the reference equal to the
identifier) we obtain the Listing 4.3 for NeTEx and Listing 4.4 for its Turtle’s
version.

When riding on public transportation, usually you board and alight at a bus
stop, at the edge of a platform, through a gate or at a pier, but for a timetable
the physical nature of the stop does not actually matter; it is just the place
the service stops to collect passengers. These alighting and boarding points
are generally represented as scheduled stop points in the planning software.
(A scheduled stop point will of course be associated with a physical stop place
or even a specific quay (platform) or boarding point within it).

In this case it can be found in both Listing 4.3 and Listing 4.4 that the Sched-
uledStopPoint class only contains useful information such as the name. We
can also see that the name is the same as the name of the stop from which
we start in this example, “Eskelund” (Figure 4.3).

ScheduledStopPoint provides an optional property that has not appeared in
this particular case. This property will be “ValidityBetween”, which will in-
dicate a range of dates in which that stop will be operative. In case of not
having this property it will take a range of 5 years by default (value estab-
lished in OTP).

Finally, the property that correlates these classes in the Turtle format (jour-
neys:forStopPoint) displays the same paradigm as journeys:forQuay, where
the property existed in the ontology but it is not completely defined.

Furthermore, we can observe the DestinationDisplay class, which only con-
sists of “FrontText”. This class is correlated with ScheduledStopPoint by means
of StopPointInJourneyPattern. This class is defined by Transmodel as “An ad-
vertised destination of a specific JOURNEY PATTERN, usually displayed on a
headsign or at other on-board locations”.

Listing 4.3: ScheduledStopPoint (NeTEx format)
<ScheduledStopPoint id="OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1" version="1">

<Name>Eskelund</Name>
</ScheduledStopPoint>
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Listing 4.4: journeys:ScheduledStopPoint (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/ScheduledStopPoint/OST:

ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1>
rdf:type journeys:ScheduledStopPoint ;
rdfs:label "OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1" ;
skos:version "1" ;
schema:name "Eskelund" .

Listing 4.5: DestinationDisplay (NeTEx format)
<DestinationDisplay id="OST:DestinationDisplay:218" version="1">
<FrontText>Ihlen</FrontText>

</DestinationDisplay>

Listing 4.6: commons:DestinationDisplay (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/commons/Resource/DestinationDisplay/OST:

DestinationDisplay:218>
rdf:type commons:DestinationDisplay ;
rdfs:label "OST:DestinationDisplay:218" ;
skos:version "1" ;
commons:frontText "Ihlen" .

4.4.3 RoutePoint and PointProjection

Previously, we stated that ScheduledStopPoint is correlated with PointProjec-
tion. However, this is only given on the NeTEx diagram (Figure 4.1) while
the relationship shown by the ontology is not as such (Figure 4.2). The class
PointProjection does not exist in the ontology. Therefore, we will have to mod-
ify it in order to add it and to correlate it. However, this class, even if called in
another way, corresponds with ScheduledStopPoint and from there the corre-
lation with the previous section is established.

Thus, the relationship shall be with the class RoutePoint. This class is defined
by Transmodel as “A POINT used to define the shape of a ROUTE through the
network”. That is, the geographic points that define a route. We will see this
in the Subsection 4.4.4 where we will explain what a route consists of and
what elements shape it.

RoutePoint is a class that by means of clustering models the shape of the route
along the network. While NeTEx (Listing 4.7) models the points by means of
“textitprojections”, in turtle this relation has been captured in a unambiguous
way even if the same hierarchy is not modeled, the relations are created to
maintain the identifiers for cross-references. However, these properties could
be omitted in future versions since no references are made per se, or at least,
these elements are not relevant for path generation.

Listing 4.7 displays the RoutePoint in its NeTEx format, while Listing 4.8 re-
flects its equivalence in Turtle.

Listing 4.7: RoutePoint with ProjectedPointRef (NeTEx format)
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<RoutePoint id="OST:RoutePoint:1361140_1" version="271">
<projections>

<PointProjection id="OST:PointProjection:7427240" version="271">
<ProjectedPointRef ref="OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1" version="1" />

</PointProjection>
</projections>

</RoutePoint>

Listing 4.8: journeys:RoutePoint (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/RoutePoint/OST:RoutePoint:1361140_1>

rdf:type journeys:RoutePoint ;
rdfs:label "OST:RoutePoint:1361140_1" ;
skos:version "271" ;
journeys:aViewOf <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/

PointOnRoute/OST:PointOnRoute:7428691> , [...] ;
journeys:hasPointProjection <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/

PointProjection/OST:PointProjection:7427240> ;
journeys:scheduledStopPoint <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/

ScheduledStopPoint/OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1> .

4.4.4 Route and PointOnRoute

At last one of the superclasses that is closest to our understanding as users
of public transport as is the Route.

A route is defined by a start point and an end point and possible one or more
intermediate route points. Nonetheless, the definition provided by Trans-
model is as follows “An ordered list of located POINTs defining one single path
through the road (or rail) network. A ROUTE may pass through the same
POINT more than once”.

The class is linked to the portion of the diagram previously covered by means
of RoutePoint. This is referenced in the class PointOnRoute which in turn is
one of the properties that constitutes Route.

The representation of these two classes in NeTEx can be seen in the Listing
4.9. Here the references that make up this class and its properties can be
found. We already observed it in the previous diagram (Figure 4.1), but here
we can appreciate how these relations and references are captured. Let’s look
at the reference to Line, this will be covered in the subsection 4.4.5. We also
see the list of points that define the route. This object is declared even inside
the Route, in order to establish the order.

Alternatively, the representation in Turtle is defined in two sections, List-
ing 4.10 for PointInRoute and Listing 4.11 for Route. Here the relationship
between RoutePoint and PointInRoute is through the property aViewOf so it
could be defined as a subclass or inheritance. On the other hand, we observe
that the semantic sense is maintained with the union between Route and
PointOnRoute since the property that joins them is called madeUpOf, since at
the end a route is made of points/stops in it.
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Listing 4.9: Route and PointOnRoute (NeTEx format)
<Route id="OST:Route:600_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025" version="271">
<Name>1-1</Name>
<ShortName>1-1</ShortName>
<LineRef ref="OST:Line:1_600" version="271" />
<DirectionType>inbound</DirectionType>
<pointsInSequence>
[...]
<PointOnRoute id="OST:PointOnRoute:7456457" order="10" version="271">

<RoutePointRef ref="OST:RoutePoint:1351150_2" />
</PointOnRoute>
[...]

</pointsInSequence>
</Route>

Listing 4.10: commons:PointOnRoute (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/PointOnRoute/OST:PointOnRoute:7456457>

rdf:type commons:PointOnRoute ;
rdfs:label "OST:PointOnRoute:7456457" ;
skos:version "271" ;
journeys:madeUpOf <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/Route/OST:Route

:600_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025> ;
journeys:order "10" .

Listing 4.11: journeys:Route (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/Route/OST:Route:600

_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025>
rdf:type journeys:Route ;
rdfs:label "OST:Route:600_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025" ;
skos:version "271" ;
schema:additionalName "1-1" ;
schema:name "1-1" ;
journeys:allowedLineDirections "inbound" ;
journeys:onLine <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/

Line/OST:Line:1_600> .

4.4.5 Line and Operator

Following the graph, we continue to analyze the Line class. This can be de-
fined as a set of routes. Transmodel defines it as “A group of ROUTEs which
is generally known to the public by a similar name or number”. The NeTEx
representation can be found in Listing 4.12. Here we can notice that generic
properties such as name or code are collected. Furthermore, there are also
specific properties such as the type of transport that runs the line, in this
case bus.

Likewise the equivalent in Turtle can be checked in Listing 4.13. The same
properties have been mapped using all properties of the ontology, without the
need to apply modifications.

Additionally, a line is operated by an operator. And as such this relationship
is present in both NeTEx and Turtle through the relationship/property jour-
neys:runBy. Honestly, this information is not relevant for route generation
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but the model would not load in OTP if this information was not there, at a
minimum the id (as in all classes) and its name.

In both cases (NeTEx and Turtle) Line is correlated with GroupOfLines as well.
This relationship between classes will be studied in the following subsection
4.4.6.

Proceeding with our running case, the line on which the journey is made is, as
previously mentioned, the 600 bus line, also known by the name “Solli-Moss”.

Listing 4.12: Line (NeTEx format)
<Line id="OST:Line:1_600" version="271">
<Name>Solli-Moss</Name>
<TransportMode>bus</TransportMode>
<TransportSubmode>
<BusSubmode>localBus</BusSubmode>

</TransportSubmode>
<PublicCode>600</PublicCode>
<PrivateCode>600</PrivateCode>
<OperatorRef ref="OST:Operator:152" />
<RepresentedByGroupRef ref="OST:GroupOfLines:bus_1" />

</Line>

Listing 4.13: journeys:Line (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/Line/OST:Line:1_600>

rdf:type journeys:Line ;
rdfs:label "OST:Line:1_600" ;
skos:version "271" ;
schema:name "Solli-Moss" ;
journeys:hasPrivateCode "600" ;
journeys:hasPublicCode "600" ;
journeys:hasTransportMode "bus" ;
journeys:runBy <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/organisations/Resource/

Operator/OST:Operator:152> ;
transmodel:journeysrepresentedByGroup

<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/commons/Resource/GroupOfLines/OST:
GroupOfLines:bus_1> .

Listing 4.14: Operator (NeTEx format)
<Operator id="OST:Operator:152" version="271">
<OrganisationType>operator</OrganisationType>
<CustomerServiceContactDetails>
<Url>https://www.vy.no/kundeservice/hjelp-og-kontakt</Url>

</CustomerServiceContactDetails>
<CompanyNumber>152</CompanyNumber>
<Name>Vy Buss AS</Name>

</Operator>

Listing 4.15: organisations:Operator (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/organisations/Resource/Operator/OST:Operator:152>

rdf:type organisations:Operator ;
rdfs:label "OST:Operator:152" ;
skos:notation "152" ;
skos:version "271" ;
vcard:hasName "Vy Buss AS" ;
vcard:hasURL "https://www.vy.no/kundeservice/hjelp-og-kontakt" .
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4.4.6 GroupOfLines, Network and Authority

A Group of Lines, as its name explains, is a collection and aggregation of lines.
The definition provided by Transmodel is “A grouping of lines which will be
commonly referenced for a specific purpose”. This class contains only a name
as a property, apart from the references.

The definition of this class is inside the class “textitNetwork. This class is de-
fined in Transmodel as “A named grouping of LINEs under which a transport
network is known”. This class is a grouping of lines (GroupOfLines), as well as
an assignment to an authority that will be in charge of that Network.

However, in the Turtle representation, a couple of properties had to be added
in order to relate commons:GroupOfLines with commons:Network and organi-
sations:Authority. These correlations are given by the need since the ontology
commons and organisations are in their earliest stages of development. The
added properties are commons:networkMadeUpOf to relate it to the network
and commons:authorizedBy to relate it to the authority.

The representation in NeTEx can be found in the Listing 4.16 for Network
and GroupOfLines. These two classes are found together since one is de-
clared inside the other. Their equivalent in Turtle is found in Listing 4.17 for
GroupOfLines and Listing 4.18 for Network.

Also, note how Authority is encoded for both NeTEx in Listing 4.19 and Turtle
in Listing 4.20.

Listing 4.16: Network and GroupOfLines (NeTEx format)
<Network id="OST:Network:1" version="271">

<Name>Ostfold</Name>
<AuthorityRef ref="OST:Authority:1" version="271" />
<groupsOfLines>

[...]
<GroupOfLines version="1" id="OST:GroupOfLines:bus_1">
<Name>Ostfold</Name>

</GroupOfLines>
[...]

</groupsOfLines>
</Network>

Listing 4.17: commons:GroupOfLines (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/commons/Resource/GroupOfLines/OST:GroupOfLines:bus_1>

rdf:type commons:GroupOfLines ;
rdfs:label "OST:GroupOfLines:bus_1" ;
skos:version "1" ;
schema:name "Ostfold" .

Listing 4.18: commons:Network (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/commons/Resource/Network/OST:Network:1>

rdf:type commons:Network ;
rdfs:label "OST:Network:1" ;
skos:version "271" ;
schema:name "Ostfold" ;
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commons:authorizedBy <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core/Resource/Authority/OST:
Authority:1> ;

commons:networkMadeUpOf [...], <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/commons/Resource/
GroupOfLines/OST:GroupOfLines:bus_1> .

Listing 4.19: Authority (NeTEx format)
<Authority id="OST:Authority:1" version="271">
<Name>Østfold kollektivtrafikk</Name>
<CompanyNumber>984582021</CompanyNumber>
<OrganisationType>authority</OrganisationType>

</Authority>

Listing 4.20: organisations:Authority (Turtle format)
<http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core/Resource/Authority/OST:Authority:1>

rdf:type organisations:Authority ;
rdfs:label "OST:Authority:1" ;
skos:notation "984582021" ;
skos:prefLabel "Østfold kollektivtrafikk" ;
skos:version "271" .

4.4.7 JourneyPattern, StopPointInJourneyPattern and Ser-
viceLinkInJourneyPattern

A few steps back in the graph will now be taken to study a series of classes that
are related to Route (Subsection 4.4.4) and to ScheduledStopPoint and Des-
tinationDisplay (Subsection 4.4.2). These classes are JourneyPattern, Stop-
PointInJourneyPattern and ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern, in NeTEx as the sub-
section header nicely indicates.

In the Listing 4.21 the declaration of these classes in NeTEx can be noticed.
Initially, it declares the class JourneyPattern which consists of its name, a
reference to the route it refers to, a list of points/stops that model the trip
and a list of links.

It is possible to define a pattern for a transport vehicle by means of the con-
secutive list of scheduled stops, this is known as JourneyPattern. There is a
pattern for each direction of the vehicle, that is, if a vehicle is only forth and
back in a route, there would be two patterns. A pattern can be traversed mul-
tiple times during the course of a day. The exact definition provided by Trans-
model is “An ordered list of SCHEDULED STOP POINTs and TIMING POINTs
on a single ROUTE, describing the pattern of working for public transport ve-
hicles. A JOURNEY PATTERN may pass through the same POINT more than
once. The first point of a JOURNEY PATTERN is the origin. The last point is
the destination.”.

Additionally, in Listing 4.21 we can notice within the list of links the reference
to the class ServiceLink. This class is the one whose definition was deleted
(i.e., this reference points to a class that no longer exists).
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The equivalence established in RDF/Turtle has been shown in three list-
ings (4.22, 4.23 and 4.24). This time a name change between the classes
is noticed. JourneyPattern is renamed to journeys:ServiceJourneysPattern.
ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern will be broken down into two classes, first jour-
neys:LinkSequence which will in turn be a view of ServiceLink. This last one
is shown in Listing 4.24 in which it has no more properties than the ones
that all the classes of this one have in common. This is due to the fact that
it is a dead link, that is to say, it refers to an object that does not provide
information nor correlates with others.

Listing 4.21: JourneyPattern, StopPointInJourneyPattern and ServiceLinkIn-
JourneyPattern (NeTEx format)
<JourneyPattern id="OST:JourneyPattern:600_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025" version="

271">
<Name>1-1</Name>
<RouteRef ref="OST:Route:600_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025" version="271" />
<pointsInSequence>
[...]
<StopPointInJourneyPattern order="22" id="

OST:StopPointInJourneyPattern:600_Inbound_211210121983559_22_211210121975025" version=
"271">

<ScheduledStopPointRef ref="OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1" />
</StopPointInJourneyPattern>
[...]

</pointsInSequence>
<linksInSequence>
[...]
<ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern order="17" id="OST:ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern:7456815"

version="271">
<ServiceLinkRef ref="OST:ServiceLink:200811072691487_2_200811072691482_2_392" />

</ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern>
[...]

</linksInSequence>
</JourneyPattern>

Listing 4.22: journeys:StopPointsInJourneyPattern (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/StopPointsInJourneyPattern/OST:

StopPointInJourneyPattern:600_Inbound_211210121983559_22_211210121975025>
rdf:type journeys:StopPointsInJourneyPattern ;
rdfs:label "OST:StopPointInJourneyPattern:600

_Inbound_211210121983559_22_211210121975025" ;
skos:version "271" ;
journeys:order "22" ;
journeys:scheduledStopPoint <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/

ScheduledStopPoint/OST:ScheduledStopPoint:1361140_1> .

Listing 4.23: journeys:ServiceJourneyPattern (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/JourneyPattern/OST:JourneyPattern:600

_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025>
rdf:type journeys:ServiceJourneyPattern ;
rdfs:label "OST:JourneyPattern:600_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025" ;
skos:version "271" ;
schema:name "1-1" ;
journeys:hasPointsInJourneyPattern

[...], <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/
ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern/OST:ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern:7456815> ,[...] ;

journeys:journeyPatternMadeUpOf
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[...], <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/
StopPointsInJourneyPattern/OST:StopPointInJourneyPattern:600
_Inbound_211210121983559_22_211210121975025> ,[...] ;

journeys:onRoute <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/Route/OST:Route
:600_Outbound_211210121983556_211210121975025> .

Listing 4.24: ServiceLinkInJourneyPattern (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/ServiceLink/OST:ServiceLink

:200811072691487_2_200811072691482_2_392>
rdfs:label "OST:ServiceLink:200811072691487_2_200811072691482_2_392" .

4.4.8 TimetabledPassingTime and ServiceJourney

According to Transmodel, a service journey is related to the movement of the
vehicle, while a public transport trip is related the movement of the person. A
typical misunderstanding occurs if persons talking to each other do not have
a common understanding of what a certain word means.

Listing 4.25 allows us to study the NeTEx representation of this class. This
class is made up of a large number of references. Since we refer to a class that
models the movement of the vehicle, all the information about it is related,
from the line on which it operates, the days, even the operator that does it.
Additionally, within this class the class TimetabledPassingTime is declared,
which models the timetable of the vehicle in its related stop.

About TimetabledPassingTime there will be a couple of important details to
highlight. First of all, in the Listing there is only the property of the departure
time (excluding the reference). This class can present three more properties
such as the arrival time, as well as its two related offsets.

The second detail to mention concerns the implementation. It has already
been exposed throughout certain classes that the order in which the modeling
is done is important, for example, the order of the stops that model a line. In
this case it is obvious that the order is important, especially chronologically
speaking. However, OTP presents a bug or a pending task to implement.
In the case of this class it does not order the data by date but by order of
arrival. This means that the reading by means of the conversion from Turtle,
where there is no kind of order in the data, when generating the XML we
must generate it in order. Otherwise the planner will not be able to generate
coherent routes, or not at all, since it will be internally calculating negative
heristics, which is impossible.

Jumping to the equivalence of the classes in RDF/Turtle , the representation
of ServiceJourney in Listing 4.27 which has a different name than the one
provided in NeTEx, being called in this format journeys:VehicleJourney. On
the other hand we have the representation of the timetable TimetabledPass-
ingTime in the Listing 4.27.
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Listing 4.25: ServiceJourney (NeTEx format)
<ServiceJourney id="OST:ServiceJourney:600_211210122074123_6" publication="public" version="

271">
<Name>Sarpsborg</Name>
<PrivateCode>6</PrivateCode>
<dayTypes>

<DayTypeRef ref="OST:DayType:121" />
</dayTypes>
<JourneyPatternRef ref="OST:JourneyPattern:600_Inbound_211210121983559_211210121975025"

version="271" />
<LineRef ref="OST:Line:1_600" version="271" />
<OperatorRef ref="OST:Operator:152" />
<passingTimes>

[...]
<TimetabledPassingTime id="OST:TimetabledPassingTime:211210122074123_22_15_53_00"

version="271">
<DepartureTime>15:53:00</DepartureTime>
<StopPointInJourneyPatternRef ref="

OST:StopPointInJourneyPattern:600_Inbound_211210121983559_22_211210121975025"
version="271" />

</TimetabledPassingTime>
[...]

</passingTimes>
</ServiceJourney>

Listing 4.26: transmodel:journeysTimetabledPassingTime (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/TimetabledPassingTime/OST:

TimetabledPassingTime:211210122074123_22_15_53_00>
rdf:type transmodel:journeysTimetabledPassingTime ;
rdfs:label "OST:TimetabledPassingTime:211210122074123_22_15_53_00" ;
skos:version "271" ;
journeys:departureTime "15:53:00" ;
journeys:passesAt <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/

StopPointsInJourneyPattern/OST:StopPointInJourneyPattern:600
_Inbound_211210121983559_22_211210121975025> .

Listing 4.27: journeys:VehicleJourney (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/VehicleJourney/OST:ServiceJourney:600

_211210122074123_6>
rdf:type journeys:VehicleJourney ;
rdfs:label "OST:ServiceJourney:600_211210122074123_6" ;
skos:version "271" ;
schema:name "Sarpsborg" ;
journeys:followsJourneyPattern <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/

Resource/JourneyPattern/OST:JourneyPattern:600
_Inbound_211210121983559_211210121975025> ;

journeys:hasPrivateCode "6" ;
journeys:onLine <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/

Resource/Line/OST:Line:1_600> ;
journeys:passesAt [...], <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/

Resource/TimetabledPassingTime/OST:TimetabledPassingTime:211210122074123
_22_15_53_00>, [...] ;

journeys:runBy <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/organisations/
Resource/Operator/OST:Operator:152> ;

journeys:workedOn <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/
Resource/DayType/OST:DayType:121> .

4.4.9 DayType, DayTypeAssignment and OperatingPeriod

Finally, the last classes on which we studied will be presented. We will start
with DayType since it is, in both cases, the one that correlates with Service-
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Journey or journeys:VehicleJourney depending on the format.

A day type describes a logical type of day independent of any specific calendar
date. For example, working day, weekend, national holiday etcetera. It can be
precisely characterised in terms of specific days of the week or other criteria
such as school day or market day. The day type can be used to specify when a
service journey, fare product or other time dependant concept is available in a
manner that is easy to understand and also independent of any actual calen-
dar. Timetables and fare products thus become reusable concepts that can be
applied within any given time period simply by resolving the day types against
a calendar that describes which dates different day types apply. Nonethe-
less, the only property that is exploited in the Norwegian representation is the
associated days of the week.

The NeTEx representation can be seen in the Listing 4.28, while its equiva-
lence in Turtle is found in the Listing 4.29. Referencing this class we find
DayTypeAssignment, its format in NeTEx being in Listing 4.30 and its equiv-
alence in Turtle in Listing 4.31.

As observed in the general diagram Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, the latter class
refers to OperatingPeriod. Just in this running case the selected day type does
not present this property/class. However, in Listing 4.32 and Listing 4.33 we
show how it would be modeled and its correspondence between NeTEx and
Turtle.

Listing 4.28: DayType (NeTEx format)
<DayType id="OST:DayType:121" version="1">
<properties>
<PropertyOfDay>

<DaysOfWeek>Weekdays</DaysOfWeek>
</PropertyOfDay>

</properties>
</DayType>

Listing 4.29: journeys:DayType (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/DayType/OST:DayType:121>

rdf:type journeys:DayType ;
rdfs:label "OST:DayType:121" ;
skos:version "1" ;
journeys:daysOfWeek "Weekdays" .

Listing 4.30: DayTypeAssignment (NeTEx format)
<DayTypeAssignment id="OST:DayTypeAssignment:121-9" order="687">
<DayTypeRef ref="OST:DayType:121" version="1" />
<Date>2022-05-17</Date>
<isAvailable>false</isAvailable>

</DayTypeAssignment>

Listing 4.31: journeys:DayTypeAssignment (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/DayTypeAssignment/OST:

DayTypeAssignment:121-9>
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rdf:type journeys:DayTypeAssignment ;
rdfs:label "OST:DayTypeAssignment:121-9" ;
journeys:date "2022-05-17" ;
journeys:isAvailable "false" ;
journeys:order "687" ;
journeys:specifying <https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/DayType/OST:

DayType:121> .

Listing 4.32: OperatingPeriod (NeTEx format)
<OperatingPeriod id="OST:OperatingPeriod:190-1" version="1">
<FromDate>2022-04-20T00:00:00</FromDate>
<ToDate>2022-05-29T00:00:00</ToDate>

</OperatingPeriod>

Listing 4.33: journeys:OperatingPeriod (Turtle format)
<https://w3id.org/mobility/transmodel/journeys/Resource/OperatingPeriod/OST:OperatingPeriod

:190-1>
rdf:type journeys:OperatingPeriod ;
rdfs:label "OST:OperatingPeriod:190-1" ;
skos:version "1" ;
journeys:endingAt "2022-05-29T00:00:00" ;
journeys:startingAt "2022-04-20T00:00:00" .

Once we have finished analyzing all the classes in both NeTEx and RDF/Turtle
and their equivalences through the running case we observe that the equiva-
lences are practically identical except for the differences mentioned through-
out the chapter. On the other hand, we have also observed the existence of
classes that do not provide information such as ServiceLink.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future works

In this final chapter the conclusions that have been reached after the comple-
tion of this work will be exposed. We will also present possible ways to explore
this project as well as possible improvements on this project.

5.1 Conclusions

In the present project we developed a transformer or converter between two
data formats. Based on the need to convert the data provided, based on an
OEG’s ontology to a format that OTP would be able to handle. Additionally,
to comply with the European directive “Directive 2010/40/EU ” this output
format would be Transmodel under NeTEx specification. On the other hand,
we also implemented the flow to convert data from NeTEx to a relational data
format such as RDF or Turtle.

During the process of implementing this tool we encountered different obsta-
cles due to the tools we worked with. Since we built upon OTP 2, which is able
to read NeTEx, we were conditioned by this tool for the most of the time. Fur-
thermore, we have been conditioned by the state of the ontology on which we
based our work because it was not completed yet and presented unconnected
properties.

However, to avoid data leaks between the two directions of the flow, we have
isolated the modules of the implementation. However, it is necessary to be
aware and never lose sight of the possible bias that can occur when testing
the flow with data generated in the opposite direction of the same flow.

Therefore we can conclude the feasibility of the project and its possible im-
plementation after a complete development. With this proof of concept we
demonstrate that the necessary equivalences can be made so that even a
route planner such as OpenStreetPlanner is operational. Although this im-
plementation is very dependent on the current state of both the ontology and
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5.2. Future work

NeTEx, in future iterations it could be implemented in a modular or dynamic
way to solve this.

5.2 Future work

As this project is a proof of concept, that was implemented in this study, it
has great room for improvement. Additionally, the project can be augmented
with associated projects that make synergy with it. These complementary
projects are given by the great potential of the project that encompasses this
PoC. Below we will list all the future work that could be developed. We will
start with the changes that could be made in the implementation, especially
focused on efficiency or to generate a more dynamic program that is less
dependent on user input or less susceptible to changes (both in NeTEx and in
the ontology).

• Parallelize the pipeline. The classes mapping might be done in a paral-
lel way so that each mapping generates a thread making a maximum use
of the computer’s resources. In this way we also expect a performance
improvement since we do not have to wait for one mapping to complete
before starting another independent one.

• Generate multiple RDF/Turtle files. Currently a single file is generated
that models the data in RDF/Turtle so when dealing with large amounts
of data a file of millions of lines is generated. In some scenarios this may
not even be handled by a computer. Therefore, a necessary improve-
ment in the future, especially if we intend to take the project to Big Data
domains, is the generation of multiple files in this way, similar to what
happens with NeTEx.

• Integrate the pipeline in OpenTripPlanner. Since we have fully devel-
oped the pipeline in Java we might improve it to make a fork of OTP and
get it to read data based on the ontology in a native way.

• Verify against the ontology. Currently there is no verification that the
data generated matches 100% with the ontology on which it is based.
This validation should be performed in the future to make sure. Addi-
tionally, the check that is performed for NeTEx should be improved.

• Dynamically generate the Namespaces class. In the current imple-
mentation there is a class that registers all the uris, both classes and
properties. As future work, it is proposed that this class be generated
dynamically based on reading the ontology. This will present a later chal-
lenge on how to integrate this in the implementation since the reference
that should be made will be unknown.

• Check which classes truly are involved in the route generation. In
Section 4.3 it is explained that some experiments were carried out to
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Conclusions and future works

study which OTP classes were used to generate routes. For future work
we shall go deeper in this study since we have seen by means of the
elimination of arbitrary classes that there are some that do not affect at
all.

As proposals to increase the project in a cross-cutting manner, we propose:

• Get the unused information from SPARQL. Due to the fact that we are
using a data format through which queries can be made, for instance
to DBPedia, we propose to obtain the additional information required by
Transmodel, such as fares or information about the stops (for instance,
which stores the stop may contain) through these tools and take advan-
tage of the versatility provided by the connected information.
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